Yes, there are several tools available to monitor and troubleshoot the operation of the function blocks.
The function block operation is mainly monitored via RDA area (MW00100-MW03199, 100 offset per axis,
or MW03200-MW03999, 50 offset per Master/Slave area).

The following is a list of conditions and their related registers:
1.

Function block/Motion Error:

A.
Refer to FAQ: MTN-5WKP9C - What are the recommended programming practices when using
function blocks?
B.
When the error bit is turned ON in the function block, it is often useful to check Error ID1 register,
MW**81 (** is the axis number. Ex. MW0381 contains the error status of axis 3). These RDA registers
indicates the classification of the block error when the block error output turns on. The following is the
register bit description:
b0: No Home Switch
b1: Over Travel
b2: Time Out
b3: Value to Great
b4: Direction Not Allowed
b5: Pos Error
b6: No Motor Power
b7: Servo Alarm
b8: Clear Pending error
b9: Track Fail
bA: RDA error
bB: Error Stop
bC: Table Error

C.
When unexpected outcome of a move request is occurred, the axis state, the move command
status, and the move command type can be checked for possible cause. Register MW**49 indicates the
axis state as an integer:
1: Error Stopped Motion
2: Stopped Motion
3: Standstill
4: Discrete Motion
5:Continuous Motion
Register MW**80 indicates the status of the commanded move as an integer:
0: Running
1: Faulted
2: Aborted
Register MW**78 indicates the last commanded move type as an integer:
0: Stop
1: Jog
2: Move Relative
3: Move Absolute
4: Move Continuous
5: Home
6: Latch
7: Gear
8: CAM
D.
In case of a programming error that causes a move function to continuously be executed and
consequently disallowing other functions from running, Bit MB**702 should be monitored. This bit holds
one scan pulse of motion block execution, if the motion block is continuously executed, this bit will be ON,
indicating a programming error.
2.

Tracing Function Block Execution:

Blocks running can be traced via MW**79 register, which indicates the number of the block running as an
integer value (1-28). This register is particularly useful in determining when an error has occurred or
which function block caused the fault.

3.

Monitoring Slaving conditions:

When Gearing or camming is used in the application, it is often useful to monitor the state of the slave
axis, especially in the programming phase of the project. The gearing and the camming state is indicated
in registers MW3**0 and MW3**2, respectively (** is the slave/master pair computation area. MW3302
contains the cam status of master/slave pair in the 3rd computation area).
Register MW3**0 indicates the operational state of the gear function:
b0: Disengaged
b1: Accelerating
b2: Gearing Locked
b3: Decelerating
Register MW3**2, indicates the operational state of the cam function
b0: Disengaged
b1: Waiting to Engage
b2: Camming Locked
b3: Waiting to disengage

